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"WHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHHH**" -the audienceInterested in learning some amazing card tricks?

How would you like to have a letter from George Washington tell your spectator what card they

chose? Maybe read someone's mind/control someone's mind like a Jedi?Or even change cards to

another one right in front of a spectator's eyes?Mind Blowing Magic: Card Tricks; covers everything

you need to know for complete mastery in card magic; essential sleight-of-hand, amazing magic

effects, color changes, card flourishes, performance tips, how to create your own effects, and even

how to recover from ANY mistake. Here's just a glimpse of what's in the book:-How to know a

spectator's card without ever touching the deck (Chap 1)-How to move any card from any position in

the deck to the top (Chap 1)-How to "force" a spectator to pick any card you want them to even

though it seems random (Chap. 2) -What a revelation effect is, why they are AWESOME, some

amazing effects and how you can create your own (Chap 3)-How to move any card to a "special

place" even though the spectator cut the deck. (Chap 3)-How to make one card change to another

in the blink of an eye, in an awesome way to (Chap 4)-Card flourishes (juggling) so that you can

show off (Chap 5) warning: do not do these at a poker table, unless you like being forcibly removed

and possibly shot. -Tips and tricks for when you mess up something and how to recover from any

mistake (so you needn't drop any four letter words again). (Chap 6)-Easy to understand

explanations, awesome and clear pictures so you're never wondering what the hell you're supposed

to doAnd to top it all off, a complete set of companion videos for you for FREE! You'll see everything

in the book, plus some awesome secret stuff, explained in wonderful video! So you'll be learning this

even faster. Order the book now and, after a nice read (and many Star Wars references), you'll be

performing MIND-BLOWING CARD TRICKS in no time. -Liam
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Amazing, I can actually do a card trick now. My grandchildren were surprised and delighted when I

performed a real trick that they could not figure out.Thanks to this author I will continue try a few

more. Maybe I'll show them this book or not.

I bought this book because I want to be able to have fun with my nieces and nephews. These tricks

were easy to follow and the many pictures made it simple for me to see if I was doing it correctly. I'm

still not "perfect" but I can pull off an impressive trick that leaves their mouths open. Definitely worth

it.Mind-Blowing Magic: Card Tricks - Easy Tricks and Techniques That Will Have You Performing in

Seconds

Great instructional book- very thorough. Also, approaches learning magic in a different way. Instead

of fighting through trying to learn a boatload of individual card tricks, Anderson's readers are taught

important concepts and techniques that are easily applicable to the beginning magician.

For those looking to master card magic, look no further. This compact volume provides all of the

foundation for putting together and carrying out card tricks with style and grace. Thoroughly

explained by an expert on the subject, Liam Anderson's book brings card magic "off of the table"

and "into your hands". Highly recommended!

Great and quick introduction on learning card magic. Everything here will get you a good start into

performing for your friends. There were a couple things that I felt were a little unnecessary, but I'm a

fellow magician and we always think our ways are better haha. The only big criticism I have of this

was the teaching of the one handed shuffle, it needs quit a bit more instruction on the handling of



the cards. That being said, it's a fairly small criticism of an otherwise good beginners book. I've

already sent it on to one of my new students to learn from.

The book was an easy and enjoyable read because I have no knowledge in this area and little time

for reading. It's fun and magical! I love it!

I was hoping for more tricks but Tolstoy had flourishes and false cuts and stuff like that but overall it

was a good book.
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